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A clear and rich discussion of Nussbaum’s attempt to defend a grounding role in ethical theory for a form of Aristotelian essentialism from Williams, critique of any such idea. The basic problem is that accounts of human nature are either external, confining themselves to scientific fact, in which case they seem to have limited potential to yield ethical conclusions, or internal, explicitly normative articulations of our self-conceptions, which yield substantive ethical conclusions only because they are heavy with normative presuppositions and do not speak to those who do not share these presuppositions. In her exegesis Williams, Nussbaum makes out this external/external distinction in terms of a descriptive/normative distinction. But in her critique external accounts are assimilated to the kind of external realism she follows Putnam in rejecting. But this is to confuse independence from human values with independence from all forms of human conceptualization and to misdiagnose opposition to essentialism as opposition to metaphysical realism. The real but
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Baier objects to prescriptivism's understanding of practical discourse as imperative. His central argument is that it can make perfect sense to say both "I know that you ought to do X but please don't" and "I know I ought to X but I won't".
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Ball argues that the OQA is is not successfully rebutted by such critics as Harman and Putnam. The objection that it is invalid as parallel reasoning might undermine such identities as that water is H2O is met by noting, firstly, that the OQA is supposed to apply primarily against analytic identities between moral and natural properties. Secondly, Ball suggests the OQA can be effective even against such property identities more generally for it offers strong evidence for the thought that we cannot establish such identities on linguistic grounds and we may appeal to supplementary arguments familiar from elsewhere in metaethics to question whether there are, in this case, the sort of extra-linguistic reasons to claim such identities as we find in science. The objection that OQA is circular can also, Ball suggests, be sidestepped if we see it as appealing not, question-beggingly, to the conceptual fact that X has property P but is not good is not self-contradictory but to the psychological fact that such a possibility seems open to ordinary users of moral concepts. Such an appeal to linguistic intuitions is not logically compelling but has the status of a strong piece of evidence against analytic naturalism.
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Björnsson takes emotivism as an empirical hypothesis identifying moral opinions with a certain kind of desire or optation. He then seeks to address the Frege-Geach problem by offering a rough general characterization of negative, conditional etc thoughts in terms of their functional role in reasoning and seeking to show what purposes can be served by optation-involving thoughts that play these functional roles.
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"Truth, Realism and the Regulation of Theory" in *Midwest Studies* 5, 1980

"Rule-Following and Moral Realism" in Holzman and Leich, *Wittgenstein: To Follow A Rule*, pp. 163-187.,


This is a textbook in the philosophy of language. However the discussion of realism in chapters 5-7 is largely focused on the case of ethics and became the classic presentation of ethical realism in the 1980s. Blackburn sees evaluative properties as projections of sentiments and sets out to describe the quasi-realist project of explaining the realist character of the way we speak on the assumption that this projectivism is true. Central aspects of his sketch in chapter 6 of how this can be done include his influential treatment of the Frege-Geach problem, construing evaluative conditionals as expressive of second-order attitudes, and his ingenious attempt to make good projectivist sense of the matter of moral mind-independence. He also attempts to construct a notion of truth applicable to evaluations. The question, of how, if this quasi-realist project can give legitimate application to such realist language, the contrast with more robust realism should be made out, is addressed in chapter 7 in terms of the relevance of the subject matter of an area of discourse to the causal explanation of our beliefs in that area. Chapter 5 contains brief but interesting remarks on thick concepts, reductionism and the "speech act fallacy".
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Considering Mackie's error theory, SB imagines that the error theorist might seek to engage in a form of practical thinking freed of metaphysical error - in *shmoralizing*. The error theory is undermined, however, if, as the quasi-realist expects, shmoralizing turns out to be just like moralizing. Hence the quasi-realist seek to accommodate the phenomenological aspects of value that the realist is apt to emphasize such as mind-independence. This is consistent with quasi-realism, however, as we can read the counterfactuals that state it as expressing first order moral commitments rather than as espousing metaethical realism. The analogy, pressed by McDowell, between values and secondary qualities, is questioned and, in the final section, SB suggests an affinity between projectivism and consequentialism.
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SB here revisits the Frege-Geach problem and seeks to improve on his STW approach. The general desideratum of any logic of attitudes is, he suggests, that our goals should be consistent. Taking adeonically perfect world to be one where every proposition we "hurrrah!" is true and taking "H!p" where p is some proposition to express commitment to some goal to be realized in every deontically perfect world, "B!p" to rule p out of any such world, and "T!p" admit p to at least some deontically perfect worlds, we can understand the consistency of a set of attitude sentences in terms of whether they together commit us to a goal that can be consistently realized in some deontically perfect world. If this is not true we will say that the set of sentences is unsatisfiable. Negated attitudes can, SB suggests, be systematically read as attitudes to negated propositions, e.g. not-H!p = T!not-p. He understands conditionals and other basic embedded contexts in terms of what we are committed to when we accept something, adopting the method of semantic tableau or trees to capture this notion. The commitment I express by e.g. "(H!p v H!q)" is one that involves tying myself to a tree. I tie myself, commit myself, to either accepting H!p or accepting H!q. The validity of an argument then consists in the joint unsatisfiability of the sentences we commit ourselves to in accepting the premises and denying the conclusion.


Blackburn sets out to debunk thick concepts arguing that the moral attitudes expressed in their use is typically carried by non-lexical features like tone, a matter of passing rather than priori theory. He stresses the flexibility of our language with respect to the evaluations we convey by it and our failure to talk past each other - at least as much as "thickies" should predict - when we bring contrasting sensibilities to the way we use our words.
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Objects to Wright's version of minimalism that there may be normative regimes for the acceptance/rejection of sentences that are nothing much to do with truth conditions. The proper moral to draw, SV argues, from the relvant work of Ramsey is that we need not a 'sorted notion of truth' but a sorted notion of truth-aptitude, one that recognizes functional differences. We can anyway rule out such distinctions in advance only if, unlike Wright but like Rorty we are accepting of an indefensibly quietist 'blanket minimalism'. The second half of the paper is a critique of Wright and Boghossian's anxieties about the supposedly (and only supposedly, thinks SB) contagious character of irrealsim about semantics. "Is Objective Moral Justification Possible on a Quasi-Realist Foundation?" in Inquiry 42, 1999, pp. 213-228.

The quasi-realist is not greatly threatened by the freshman relativist.. The existence of alien and different moral views like those of the Talibani do not threaten it, do not deprive us of the conceptual resources to say, and say rightly, that such people are simply wrong (while granting to the freshman that there are other, very different viewpoints which we should be more tolerant of or from which we can even learn). It is rather quasi-realism.s rivals that are at risk from such a worry, given the likelihood of plural modes of human flourishing, plural ways in which people might constitute their practical identities and plural ways in which (à la McDowell/Cavell) our organisms might conceivably whirl. As for objectivity, it is a virtue, being sensitive to the right aspects of the situation, and in the right way and its opposite is bias, a vice the Talibani amply exemplify.
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   This marvellous tour de force is the core paper of so-called Cornell Realism. Suppose we are homeostatic consequentialists. Suppose, that is, we identify goodness with a cluster of properties, conducive to the satisfaction of human needs, tending to occur together and with a tendency to promote each other (or to be promoted by the same sorts of things). If this theory is right, goodness is a natural property and as amenable to observation as any other. The role of heavily theory-laden intuition and culturally transmitted presuppositions need not debunk, just as in science it need not debunk. Indeed, in science, such things can be seen as favouring realism - we can argue that heavily theory-dependent revisions of scientific knowledge can only contribute to scientific progress if the theories in question are approximately true enough not to lead us astray. Analogously, if there is grounds to believe moral reasoning starts out approximately true, we can legitimately view the presupposition-heavy method of reflective equilibrium as one of discovery and not merely construction. And there is, argues RB, such ground: human needs are accessible to empirical study; indeed, he suggests, much moral progress has arisen from experiments of a political or social kind. And indeed our capacity to cognize our needs is highly apt for evolutionary explanation. As a natural kind term, "good" stands, on this view, in no need of any reductive, analytic definition. And as a term picking out a homeostatic cluster property we can predict failures of bivalence that can be explanatory of the intractability of moral "hard cases". What it would take to determine that this is what "good" meant would be grounds to believe this was the property that causally regulated our use of the word and Boyd thinks there may be such reasons - when for example we reflect on our we identify moral terms in foreign languages. Moreover externalism is true - we can, in principle, be well-informed about the moral facts and left indifferent to them. But the dual role of sympathy, as a cognitive aid to appreciating the needs of others and as a source of motivation makes this tend not to be the case. RB does not directly argue that homeostatic consequentialism is true. His aim is rather to use it for the illustrative purpose of characterizing how moral realism very plausibly might be defended.
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"Moral Realism Defended" in Pojman, *Ethical Theory*


This is the only book-length exposition of what has come to be known as Cornell Realism. Brink thinks the anti-realist has the burden of proof in debate given the realist surface syntax of moral language, the realism he takes to be implicit in common sense morality and the fact that realism promises a "straight solution" to moral scepticism. He defends motivational externalism - the view that moral judgements motivate only contingently - by appealing to the possibility of the amoralist who views the moral facts with indifference. Moreover the coherence of the amoralist's sceptical challenge - that we give him a reason to care about morality undermine, he urges, the distinct form of internalism whereby wherever there is a moral requirement there is a reason. So arguments such as Harman's against moral realism which depend on such internalism about reasons fail. Realism can make better sense than its rivals not only of the amoralist but also of moral disagreement, moral expertise and the possibility of an esoteric moral truth that, on moral grounds, it would be wrong for us to know. Brink
defends a coherentist account of moral epistemology. He urges that we may, consistently with naturalism, agree with the claim of the 'Is'-"Ought" Thesis that there are no entailments between nonmoral statements and (nonvacuous) moral statements by rejecting what Brink calls the Semantic Test for Properties whereby terms designate the same property only if they are synonymous. This is false as familiar examples of synthetic property identities make clear. Given concerns about multiple realizability, moral naturalism is to be understood as a claim that moral properties are constituted by natural properties, not that they are identical to them. But there is nothing queer about constitution and because natural facts constitute the moral facts the latter are neither queer nor explanatorily impotent. Indeed Brink argues that moral facts do explanatory work in their own right not reducible to any lower-order explanations at the subvenient level. In a long final chapter Brink defends a version of objective utilitarianism. There are also several appendices of which the most interesting is a quite substantial discussion of Rawls' constructivism.
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An important paper on practical reason. The extreme Humean claims there can be no rational constraints on preferences. The moderate Humean holds they are constrained only by coherence as modelled in the axioms of decision theory. However it is always possible to make any pattern of choice conform to these by fine-tuning the individuation of its objects, so, unless something constrains such fine-tuning, moderate Humeanism collapses into extreme Humeanism. This constraint, Broome argues, is provided by rational principles of indifference but to admit these is to leave Humeanism behind. The argument is backed up by remarks on the epistemology of preferences which is claimed essentially to involve judgements of the relative goodness of their objects.
Instrumentalism is false as it implies, absurdly, that if I want something I ought to want it. Rejecting instrumentalism, Broome suggests that reason can get us to conclusions about what we ought to do, to belief in normative propositions. But can it explain, and explain, in the right way, our coming to act on these propositions? Here Broome proposes we simply invoke a natural disposition to do what we believe we ought to do. Some might find this unsatisfying, objecting it does not explain our motivation in the right way, that it implies that "motivation is external to reason". But perhaps, Broome suggests, we should nonetheless accept this. At least unless some better account of practical reason - perhaps a noncognitivist account - can be found.
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Sometimes in virtue of some fact p one ought to do something, a strict relation we could write as: p oughts q. Sometimes a fact gives one a reason to do something, a slack relation: p reasons q. And sometimes a fact normatively requires one to do something: p requires q, another strict relation. If p and p oughts q then you ought to see to it that q. If p and p reasons q then you have a reason to q. But if p and p requires q it does not follow that you either ought or have a reason to see to it that q. Indeed normative requirements do not allow the detachment of a normative conclusion. Examples: believing that p normatively requires that I believe anything p entails; believing you ought to do something normatively requires doing it; and having an intention and a belief about the necessary means to realize it normatively requires intending
the means. Instrumental reasoning then does not provide one with a reason to take the means the means to one's ends but merely requires it. So the argument of Korsgaard's "Normativity of Instrumental Reasons" fails.
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In this rich and interesting exploration of a Kantian approach to practical reason in general and moral reasons in particular, Darwall sets out first of all to loosen the supposed links between reasons and desires. Desires as such do not furnish us with reasons. Reasons must be capable of motivating us all right but what can be a reason for me depends not on my present desires but on my motivational capacities in a broad sense. Reasons, Darwall maintains, are facts reflective awareness of which would move us to action. Where preferences conflict we face a problem of integration, one that demands we adopt a standpoint distinct from that internal to any individual preference, a reflective standpoint whence we may dispassionately adjudicate among preferences. The unity of agency we can thereby attain is made possible by our taking preferences to be criticizable in the light of reasons. Some of our reasons comprise objective considerations, considerations that make no reference to the agent as such. A preference is impersonally basable if it can be motivated by objective considerations. Reasons are intersubjective when they involve considerations that might ground impersonally basable perference for all members of some community. It is a fact about us - and not a mysterious nonnatural one - that we prefer our preferences to be impersonal basable, that we value intersubjectivity in our values. Our capacity for self-repect is bound up with notions of intersubjective respect-worthiness. Intersubjective value also informs our understanding of our welfare as something that matters and should matter to ourselves and others and of our lives as meaningful. Crucially it also informs the practice of rational appraisal which makes reference to norms taken as applicable to all agents. An internally self-identified subject of a system of rational norms is proximally motivated by the desire to act on the rational principles he recognizes but this desire in turn is motivated (and justified) by judgements about intersubjectively valid normative principles. We may think of such principles as those that would be chosen from behind a think veil of ignorance. The book contains useful discussions of, inter alia, Nagel, Gauthier and Baier.
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Reflection on the structure of moral conflict and weakness show that we should not treat moral principles as universally quantified conditionals since the instantiation of the antecedent does not permit the detachment of the consequent. Rather we should construe such principles as denoting a relation between propositions along the lines of .x is F prima facie makes x right/good. (.pf(x is right/good, x is F)). That (a is right/wrong, e) where e is all the considerations known to the agent is never logically entailed by any more particular prima facie principle instantiated by a. Nor does it entail the unconditional judgement x is good/right.. Weakness of will is what occurs when I judge that pf(x is better than y, e) but I am led irrationally by some subset of e to the unconditional judgement (y is better than x) which issues in clear-eyed akatic action.
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John Divers and Alexander Miller

There is, as Michael Smith claims, an analytic link between truth and belief. But, as his account of the distinct functional roles of belief and desire is not platitudinous and is disputed by anti-Humeans, minimalists need not accept it. So Smith cannot argue from moral beliefs not being even minimally beliefs to their not being minimally true for he is not entitled to that premise. Nor from their not being robustly beliefs to their not being minimally true for the analytic link supports no valid such argument. If his claim is that moral language is only minimally true but not robustly true that may be consistent with Wright's minimalism which is pluralistic about truth. Perhaps Smith is objecting to the claim that moral language is assertoric but then he needs to supply and argument against the claim that being minimally truth-apt suffices for being assertoric.
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Cian Dorr

This paper considers arguments of the form: 1. P 2. If P then Q Therefore: 3. Q where P is an evaluative sentence and Q a straightforwardly factual sentence. Suppose someone who accepts 2 comes to accept 1. This, we naturally think, can make it rationally appropriate to come to accept 3. But to do so, if 1 is given a noncognitivist interpretation, would be a case of wishful thinking: revising one's beliefs about the world in the interest of making them cohere with our desires and feelings. And that is never rationally appropriate. So a charitable approach to what we are naturally disposed to think demands that we reject noncognitivism.

Dale Dorsey

R. S. Downie
"The Hypothetical Imperative" in Mind 93, 1984

James Dreier

This important paper defends a form of relativism where "x is good" is taken to mean "x is approved by some standard M" where this standard is determined contextually. Foot-type constraints on what can count as a moral standard are one determining factor here but more central are the motivational/affective dispositions of the speaker so that normally, there is a conceptual linkage between one's moral beliefs and such dispositions. Dreier defends this modest internalism - "the principle that in normal contexts a person has some motivation to promote what he believes to be good". When stated in this modest way, he urges, internalism retains its plausibility but evades the sorts of counterexamples suggested by e.g. Stocker. Speaker relativism is defended as furnishing the best explanation of modest externalism (the main rivals here being Michael Smith's moral sense theory which has problems when the speaker's moral beliefs are false and noncognitivism which remains plagued by the embedding problem).


Dreier argues that, while Blackburn is right is supposing that for the moral dualist (nonnaturalist realist) the supervenience of the moral on the natural is left mysterious, his supervenience argument against realism is question begging against reductive naturalism (for reductive naturalists accept strong supervenience) and is unsuccessful against nonreductive
naturalists who have no trouble accepting weak and rejecting strong supervenience. At least they will reject strong supervenience when the latter is read as claiming that whenever a thing is M (where M is some moral predicate) it is analytically necessary that anything N is M (where N is some natural predicate). (If it were a case of metaphysical necessity rather than analytic necessity nonreductive naturalists would hold strong supervenience true and so, Dreier claims, they should.) However, Dreier goes on to argue, his own favoured indexical account of moral concepts, whereby these are understood as expressing properties relative to contexts of utterance, makes excellent sense of moral supervenience which operates in strikingly similar ways to the supervenience relations between indexical and non-indexical predicates.


Horwich and Stoljar have argued that truth-minimalism puts us in the way of a quick and dirty solution to the Frege-Geach problem. JD isn't having it, urging that expressivists must, as Blackburn puts it, earn the right to talk of even minimal truth by explaining how the various embedded contexts make sense on an expressivist reading of the embedded expressions. If we adopt a minimalist take on truth-conditions, knowing the truth conditions of moral claims don't suffice for this. JD's illustration: Stipulate that "Bob is hiyo" ↔ "Hiyo [i.e. Hi!], Bob!". This gives us embeddability and hence minimal truth. But we are still no distance towards making sense of "If a dingo is near, then Bob is hiyo." And merely to appeal here to the inference rule for the conditional is not much help.

"Humean Doubts about the Practical Justification of Morality" in Gauthier and Cullity, Ethics and Practical Reason.

It is false that there are no categorical imperative. The means-end rule: M/E -If you desire to F and believe that by Ging you will F, then you ought to G is one. Someone who failed to follow this rule would be irrational and what they are missing cannot be a desire: a desire to comply with M/E would only be any help if they were already disposed to do so. Dreier calls this the Tortoise argument given the analogy with Carroll's famous argument: we can't get someone who doesn't accept the validity of an instance of modus ponens to do so by getting them to accept more conditionals. Means/end rationality then has a special status: nothing could even count as a reason for someone who did not buy into it. But this special status is significant since instrumental reasons do seem always to be dependent on our contingent desires and the Tortoise argument gives us grounds to suppose that instrumental reasons are fundamental.
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Dreier first proposes a way of representing Gibbard's semantics from Wise Choices that treats content of a statement S as a function from systems of norms to sets of worlds specified as follows:
{n, W> : S, holds at w = w I W]

where Sn is the descriptive correlate, Gibbard-style, of S (obtained by replacing every normative predicate in S with its n-corresponding predicate, forbidden/required according to n). This is a function from systems of norms to propositions construed as per possible worlds semantics. But it can be generalized to view the content of a statement as a function from systems of norms to propositions construed in other ways. This way of formulating Gibbard's semantics makes it tractable for relatively fine-grained ways of individuating propositions and casts light on what is meant by calling a normative statement "true". However, JD goes on to suggest, this sort of expressivism, is starting to look very close to a form of cognitivism, one where normative statements are seen as having definite propositional content, where this is determined by the meaning of the statement (again a function from norms to propositions) and whichever norms are salient in its conversational content.


Michael Smith says that if externalism is true we must concede of good people either as motivated by a de re desire to do the right thing or a de dicto desire to do the right thing. The first would fail the tracking condition: such a desire would not be properly responsive to changes in moral beliefs. The second would be "fetishistic". Dreier argues this dilemma does not exhaust the possibilities. First, an agent might just be suggestible: changes in moral belief might just cause appropriate changes in de re desires. The suggestible agent however might still be morally defective for her motivation would not meet a variant of the tracking condition: her response to moral uncertainty might be defective, involving a reluctance to investigate moral arguments that might lead her to change her mind. Second an agent might have an effective second-order desire to come to desire noninstrumentally and de re to do the right thing. The resultant first order desire would be contingent on the second order desire in that the former would owe its existence to the latter. But the first order desire need not be conditioned on the second order desire in the sense that would make it instrumental. So Smith's argument by dilemma against externalism fails.


The expressivist analysis of normative judgements invokes ascriptions of beliefs and desires. But it is widely held that belief and desire are themselves normative concepts. If someone fears dogs they ought to flee them. If someone believes that P & Q they ought to believe that Q & P. This renders expressivism circular insofar as it seeks to explain normativity. Blackburn tries to 'de-fang' the worry by suggesting that in ascribing beliefs and desires we express "expectations" but without regarding these expectations as normative. This understates the problem as (1) the "ought" in talk of what we ought to believe seem paradigmatically normative; (2) the normative aspects of belief and desire seem to belong to them constitutively. JD's proposed solution is to exploit the way we can stand back from norms, speaking e.g. of 'so-called
virtues'. What he proposes the expressivist should say is that: "Saying what people ought to do expresses a so-called desire that such things be done."
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FJ claims that if someone believes that p and that if p then q then he ought to believe that q. The noncognitivist will accept this normative claim but may deny that, as a matter of conceptual truth, being subject to such a norm is a constitutive condition for being a belief. He may instead offer a nonnormative characterization of beliefs in terms of certain disposition of conceptual truth, being subject to such a norm is a constitutive condition for being a belief. He may instead offer a nonnormative characterization of beliefs in terms of certain dispositions. In this way a noncognitivist can sidestep Jackson's argument (in the latter's "Noncognitivism, Normativity, Belief").
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184. Owen Flanagan and Amelie O. Rorty

185. Philippa Foot
"Moral Beliefs" in P.A.S. 59, 1958 and Virtues and Vices

Two assumptions typically inform the rejection of naturalism: (1) "some individual may, without logical error, base his beliefs about matters of value entirely on premises which no one else would recognize as giving any evidence at all." and (2) "given the kind of statement which other people regard as evidence for an evaluative conclusion, he may refuse to draw the conclusion because this does not count as evidence for him." Both (1) and (2) are false, Foot argues, for there is an internal relation between evaluations and their objects. Similar points apply to an attitude like pride or a judgement like the judgement that something is dangerous. You can't be proud of just anything (of the sky, say) or think dangerous something not connected with injury (and similarly not just anything can count as an injury). To say some action is good, in a moral context, is to bring it under the head of some duty or virtue and some actions (like clapping ones hands three times in an hour) have no such connection - at least absent some special background. Nothing can be counted a virtue if not connected with human good or harm. Judgements about moral goodness have an action-guiding character because of the sorts of things that are good. Thus we have a reason to pursue courage and temperance because of the sorts of things they are, because they speak to human needs. Having the virtues benefits the possessor. It is hard, Foot concedes, to show that justice is a benefit to its possessor but only if this can be done (and she thinks it can) can we count justice a virtue at all.

"Moral Arguments" in Mind 67, 1958 and Virtues and Vices.

Foot denies the view that moral arguments are liable to breakdown where the disputants simply take opposing attitudes such that no appeal to evidence can gain purchase on the position of either. "Anyone who uses moral terms at all... must abide by the rules for their use, including rules about what shall count as evidence for or against the moral judgement concerned." She begins with a consideration of "rude". Something is rude is it "causes offence by indicating lack of respect". It may be used to condemn but can be used only when certain descriptive conditions apply. Someone couldn't just decide it was rude to act conventionally or approach a front door slowly. Likewise notions like goodness, obligation, virtue are conceptually tied to notions of harms, benefit, advantage: "a man cannot make his own personal decision about the considerations which are to count as evidence in morals." And the concept of "morality" itself is tied down to certain aspects of our practice. This is not to support a "verbal decision in favour of our own moral code". For we can accept with Foot that
moral concepts have descriptive anchorings while at the same time being open to the possibility that conventional morality may be subverted by argument. Such openness to argument is consistent with a recognition that there are constraints on what are to count as arguments.

"Morality as a System of Hypothetical Imperatives" in Philosophical Review 81, 1972 and Virtues and Vices.
Virtues and Vices (Oxford: Blackwell, 1978)
"Moral Relativism" (Kansas: Lindley Lecture, 1979)
"Does Moral Subjectivism Rest on a Mistake?" in Oxford Journal of Legal Studies 15, 1995

Subjectivists hold that there is some special essentially practical way of using language that characterizes moral language. Given this there is necessarily always a gap between the descriptive grounds of a moral judgement and the judgement itself. This supposition is the mistake Foot's title refers to. What makes it plausible is Hume's practicality requirement., that morality is essentially practical. Foot accepts this requirement but thinks its demand is best met simply by taking morality to be part of practical reasons. That is an unattractive view if practical rationality is conceived as grounded in an agent's desires; but she claims, following Quinn, that it should not be so conceived. Rather practical rationality concerns the goodness of human beings with respect to action where this is conceived as depending on essential features of human life. Given these facts of human life (what, following Anscombe, Foot calls Aristotelian necessities) considerations of e.g. the honouring of promises can be connected to action, as Hume's requirement demands, by acquiring the status of practical reasons. These are reasons every individual has though there is no requirement that every individual should recognize them.

"Rationality and Virtue" in Pauer-Studer (ed): Norms, Values, and Society

The rationality of moral action should not be understood in terms of some independently conceived notion of rationality in terms of self-interest or desire. Rather, something, justice say, being a virtue just is for it to consist in sensitivity to a certain range of reasons. The central question here will then be whether some candidate virtue really is a virtue and we answer it by inquiring whether actions that accord with it are good human actions. And this, Foot argues, is something we ascertain by consideration of the way of life of our species and our characteristic needs if we are to flourish.
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"The Naturalistic Fallacy" in Mind 48, 1939.

This is not the supposed fallacy of inferring 'ought's from 'is's but that of thinking 'good' can be defined. For Moore, naturalists commit what WF calls the definist fallacy of defining one property by another. But if this were generally fallacy all definition would be impossible. It is a fallacy only where the properties in question are indeed distinct. It is precisely this that is at issue between naturalists and intuitionists so the latter cannot appeal to the supposed fallacy from the outset as a weapon in controversy but only after the issue is settled. And if the intuitionist proves right, the mistake of which naturalists stand convicted is that of confusing two properties, or perhaps of blindness to one of them. These are both mistakes, certainly, but not logical fallacies, properly speaking.
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189. Samuel Freeman
A very nice critique of naturalism. It's often thought the Open Question Argument is evaded by forms of naturalism that propose a synthetic \textit{a posteriori} identity between goodness and some natural property, much as we find with natural kind terms. But natural kind terms are rather special. With them, speakers intend to refer to whatever is actually causally responsible for whatever phenomena 'fix the reference'. So this question is not open: "X has a high M[ean] K[inetic] E[nergy] and having such an MKE is what explains all the causal roles of high temperature in the actual world..., but is X hot?" In ethics however speakers do not have such intentions. So this question is open: "A is N and being N is what explains the causal role of right acts in the actual world..., but is A right?" If the naturalist says he is offering reforming definitions we should plausibly reject these on ethical grounds. These questions should remain open. Causal-explanatory role is not what we should appeal to in determining the answers to ethical questions.
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"The Structure of Practical Reason" in Cullity and Gaut, \textit{Ethics and Practical Reason}.
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"Reason to be Moral?" in \textit{Synthese} 72, 1987.


"Value, Reasons and the Sense of Justice" in Frey and Morris, \textit{Value, Welfare and Morality}.


"Subjective Obligation: A Reply to Wiggins" in Fehige, \textit{Preferences}.
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"Good and Evil" in \textit{Analysis} 17, 1956.

"Good" is always attributive never predicative. Le "is a good A" does not decompose logically into "is an A" and "is good". Failure to see this leads to error. Thus "Objectivists", seeing the difficulty in understanding "good" as a descriptive predicative adjective, imagine it might somehow help to see it as a descriptive predicative adjective standing for non-natural property. And "Oxford Moralists" see it as not descriptive at all but commendatory. It is a fallacy to think that this makes "good" ambiguous. There is a connection, and not an empirical one, between goodness and choice but it is one that holds \textit{normally} and \textit{other things being equal}. Normally and other things being equal someone who wants an A will choose a good A -this is part of the "ratio" of "want". The case of good action is special because this is something at which everyone aims. Without contextual clue as to what substantive is intended talk of "good things" or "good events" is just unintelligible.
"Imperative and Deontic Logic" in Analysis 18, 1957-8 and in Logic Matters
"Ascriptivism" in Philosophical Review 69, 1960 and in Logic Matters

Ascriptivism is the view that calling an action voluntary is not to describe it at all but to ascribe it to some person, holding that person responsible for it. Geach thinks this representative of a fashion for reading apparently descriptive uses of language as nothing of the kind, another such being prescriptivism. Such non-descriptive theories offer accounts of what it is to call something P, but collapse cases where we predicate P of something without calling it P as we do in embedded contexts such as "If gambling is bad, inviting people to gamble is bad." A quite separate story might be told about what "bad", "voluntary" or whatever mean in such contexts but then modus ponens arguments in which such conditionals feature would be convicted of equivocation. And so the "Frege-Geach" argument against expressivism is born.
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241. **R. M. Hare**  

Evaluative language, like imperative language, is primarily used not descriptively, to say what is the case but prescriptively, to guide action. Like imperatives, value judgements cannot be deduced from factual, descriptive premises alone (exceptions being hypothetical imperatives and certain very unassumimg judgements in which function words like 'auger' feature). Nonetheless value judgements are responsive to the character of the things valued. A word such as 'good' or 'ought' is a *supervenient* epithet. If two things differ in goodness or rightness, they must differ also in some other respect. For in applying a value term to something a speaker expresses his acceptance of a certain standard for things of that kind and a failure of supervenience would signal that the standard was an inconsistent one. This standard will vary from one comparison class to another: it provides, in the context of any such class, the *criteria of application* of a value term but, being thus variable, does not constitute its *meaning*. At the heart of Hare's analysis is his claim that "Value terms have a special function in language, that of commending; and so they plainly cannot be defined in terms of any other words which themselves do not perform this function; for if this is done, we are deprived of a means of performing this function." (p. 91) Value words have a further element of *descriptive* meaning but, with the more general value words, their *evaluative* meaning is primary as it is constant across all comparison classes and because it may drive changes in descriptive meaning. Value judgements, insofar as they have such evaluative meaning, entail imperatives governing choice and action and applicable across all relevantly similar cases. This is not true of ordinary language imperatives, which are not properly universal. But if we live with a certain artificiality in the construction of imperatives such as:  

All P's being Q, please.  
we could treat the latter as equivalent to the evaluative element in the meaning of:  
All P's ought to be Q.  
And we could then reconstruct (near enough) ordinary evaluative language on that basis. Only by treating evaluative meaning as primary can we understand why different people (the missionary and the cannibals with their contrasting moral standards) can communicate about and disagree over evaluative matters. There is a way of using value words without commendatory force but only in an "inverted commas" sense where we make no value judgement but merely allude to the value judgements of others. This commendatory use of moral language must again be seen as primary given that the inverted commas use is parasitical on the genuinely evaluative use - we must appeal to the latter in order to explain the content of the former. Moral judgements implicate principles: they are to be justified by reference to the speaker's standards as they apply to the facts of the case. When justification is sought of a complete set of standards determining fully a way of living no further justification can be given and it is a matter simply of our willingness to live in such a way. But this ultimate unjustifiability does not make our judgements arbitrary. It is too easy to forget just how good this ground-breaking book is.
Hare here develops further the universal prescriptivism argued for in *The Language of Morals* which the opening chapters briefly recapitulate. "Ought", he then argues, implies "can" albeit not strictly logical sense, but rather much as, on Strawson's account, "The king of France is bald" implies "There is a king of France" - a case of certain judgements presupposing that certain questions arise. Prescriptive questions, questions about what one ought to do only arise when the corresponding practical questions, questions about what to do, arise. And the latter only arise with respect to actions within our control. "Within our control" here can be understood in a compatibilistic manner for practical questions will arise whether or not determinism is true. Given his prescriptiveism, Hare denies that we can sincerely accept a moral judgement that we are able to act in accordance with and yet act contrary to it, seeking to explain cases of weakness of will either in terms of psychological impossibility or of subtle failures to mean what we profess to in a fully prescriptive way. In the light of universal prescriptivism, ethical theorizing is to be understood as the search for principles that we are able to commit ourselves to where that commitment is a universal one. We need to be able to accept the consequences of our moral judgements and we need to be able to accept them whichever roles we occupy in the circumstances to which they apply. Our inclinations determine what moral judgements we can accept on these terms by constraining which universal prescriptions we can assent sincerely to. This role is not played by hypothetical inclinations but by our actual inclinations albeit to a large extent with reference to hypothetical cases. Thinking in this way often calls on us to balance the interests of many people and universalizability demands that the interests of all should receive equal consideration. For we can only give special treatment to certain people on the basis of some ground that we are willing to universalize. For most of us, Hare suggests, thinking in this way will issue in acceptance of a utilitarian ethic that seeks maximally to advance the satisfaction of desires. Nonmoral ideals - such as aesthetic ideals - may be pursued without this concern for balancing competing interests in cases where the interests of others are not at stake. But, where the interests of others are involved, moral considerations override considerations of other kinds. This thought can be avoided. It is avoidable in particular by the fanatic, by someone who is willing to prescribe that some people's interests, including in certain hypothetical circumstances his own, be subordinated to some ideal or other. But people who are willing clear-headedly to do this are, Hare suggests, extremely rare. This possibility of clear-headed fanaticism means that Hare's route from universalizability to utilitarianism is not a logically compulsory route. But it is a route, he urges, almost all of us will in fact, if we think clearly and rationally, freely elect to follow.
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Geach thinks 'good' can be given a common descriptive meaning such that the descriptive characteristics it specifies are determined in each case by the meaning of the word or phrase it qualifies. This has some truth but only when we restrict our consideration to functional words and 'good' is often, and especially in moral contexts, applied other than to functional words. In such cases the being standard being applied cannot at all be read off from the meaning of the word or phrase qualified. Perhaps Geach could insist on a functional interpretation for expressions like 'man' and 'human action' but then he could not insist, as in effect he does, that 'human action' is a comparison class within which we have always no option but to choose. Understanding 'human action' functionally one might perfectly well have simply no interest in performing good human actions.
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Hare recommends that we distinguish two levels of moral thinking: the intuitive level where we follow a set of simple prima facie principles and the critical level that makes no appeal to intuition and which should guide us both in the selection of intuitive principles and in resolving conflicts between them. In elaborating an account of how critical thinking works, Hare again seeks to build a case for utilitarianism from the requirements of universalizability and prescriptivity. The version of utilitarianism that results is less accommodating to the possibility of fanaticism than that of Freedom and Reason. There Hare allowed that someone, the fanatic, might universally prescribe the subordination of all, even his own, interests, to some ideal. However universalizability is now understood to work in a way that rules this out. A crucial role is played by the following claim about preferences: for me to know that, were I in your shoes I would have preference set S - which is just a matter of knowing that you have preference set S - is necessarily myself actually to have preference set S with the respect to the eventuality that I am circumstanced as you are. Universalizability then demands that when I make a decision that bears on your preferences I give the latter equal weight, as I am required to prescribe whatever I prescribe no less for the circumstance where I am in my actual situation than for the circumstances where I am in yours. Therefore, in deciding what should be done when preferences conflict, I must represent fully to myself the preference sets of all the people concerned and thereby acquire motivations corresponding in strength to all these, relative to all the various hypothetical circumstances.

Universalizability requires me to keep in view, i.e. to those circumstances where I occupy the positions of each one of those
concerned. This disallows any privileging of my own preferences vis-à-vis my actual circumstances, including my own moral convictions. So the only kind of ‘fanatic’ now allowed as possible is the very unlikely one whose moral convictions are so extremely strong as to outweigh any preferences that oppose them. (This picture of how moral thinking works has the advantage of reducing problems over the interpersonal comparisons of utility to a problem merely about intrapersonal comparisons: for it renders moral thinking not a matter of comparing my preferences to yours but one of comparing my preferences relative to my circumstances with those I have for the hypothetical case where I am circumstanced just as you are.) The consistent amoralist who refuses to make any moral judgements at all remains conceivable and this, Hare urges, saves his view from collapsing into a form of naturalism. There are strong objections to a consistent amoralism: for, taking the world as it is, an informed concern for the welfare of one's children would speak strongly against inculcating it. But these objections are prudential, not logical.
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4.24 Gilbert Harman

This book is rather like Mackie's Ethics: everybody has read the massively influential first chapter but the rest is a bit neglected. Harman's title hints at the naturalism that sets his agenda: Either moral facts are a part of nature ("naturalism") or there are no such facts ("nihilism"). Moore's open question argument, though often thought to refute naturalism fails, Harman urges, to do so - parallel reasoning would show that water was not H2O. Emotivism is characterized as a form of "moderate nihilism" that seeks to understand moral language as serving some non-fact-stating role (while "extreme nihilism" simply rejects morality.) But Harman is dissatisfied with emotivism, reading it as a view that identifies moral judgements with attitudes of some special kind but fails to specify what kind that is in any adequate and nontrivial way. A similar problem bedevils the ideal observer theory, a theory some form of which emotivists are under some pressure to adopt in order to make sense of the possibility of moral error. Moral facts, Harman famously argues in chapter 1, play no role in explaining our observations. A scientist's observations are explained (on a good day) by the facts of scientific theory; but moral facts are irrelevant to explaining our moral "observations" and moral judgements. Harman's metaethics is not however anti-realist so much as reductionist: the central kind of moral facts expressed by moral "ought" statements can be analysed as relational facts about reasons. To say P ought to do D is to say that P has good reasons, relative to certain conventional principles P and myself both endorse, to do D. Unlike moral facts, facts about reasons do play a role in explaining observations, in particular psychological observations. Accordingly their status is not problematic (Harman sketches an account of reasons in terms of good reasoning and of good reasoning in terms of how an ideally functioning reasoner would reason.). So while there are no absolute facts about right and wrong, there are relative facts about right and wrong, the relativity kicking in with respect to particular conventions. So a form of relativism is true: moral principles apply to us in virtue of conventions in force in our society. This does not make moral criticism of our conventional morality impossible as certain of our principles may be open to objection in the light of certain others. The conventionism is given a psychoanalytic twist in Harman's suggestion that members of each generation internalises the moral standards of their parents in the form of the superego which operates as a key source of moral motivation. Harman also anticipates Williams in his defence of a strong form of internalism about moral reasons: our conventions simply do not apply to outsiders who fail to satisfy them.
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Expressivism, the view that moral judgements function to express certain pro attitudes - does not imply the motivational internalist claim that necessarily if x judges that y is right x is motivated in favour of performing y. Compare apologies. Apologies, inter alia, function to express regret. But I can apologize while not feeling regret at that time. (I can even sincerely apologize while not feeling regret at the time.) Nor does the reverse entailment hold. For just because some sort of expression is necessarily linked to some sort of mental state does not imply that the former functions to express the latter.
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The scope of this clear and enjoyable short book is wider than simply metaethics but given its concern with what we can best say about truth and objectivity in contexts where objectivity is problematic, among which contexts evaluative contexts feature saliently, it is highly relevant to metaethical concerns. Objectivity is understood as a property a claim has if we cannot disagree about its truth without at least one of us making a mistake. Köbner rejects an expressivism which denies truth-evaluability to propositions of such problematic sorts on the grounds that the only ways to solve the Frege-Geach problem commit us to a radical expressivism that would generalize this denial in implausible ways. He also denies revisionism which reinterprets such sentences along the lines of reading liquorice is tasty as I find liquorice tasty. Such views solve the problem of disagreement without mistake by reinterpreting such cases, highly implausibly, as involving no real disagreement at all. He denies however that truth requires objectivity. Truth on a deflationary understanding is perfectly compatible with a lack of objectivity. (In the long and fascinating fifth chapter he argues that the widespread supposition that truth in some robust or indeed in any - sense is a central explanatory concept in the theory of meaning rests on a misunderstanding.) Truth he argues is relative to perspectives. In some areas of discourse, there is objectivity where that is a matter of any proposition that is true in anyone's perspective necessarily being true in everyone's perspective. In other areas there is non-objectivity where that is a matter of it being possible that what is true in one person's perspective is not true in another's. (Some areas, including perhaps ethics, may be complex insofar as some propositions within them may be objective while others are not.)
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Namely: that between instrumental and final and that between intrinsic and extrinsic. CK warns against confusing them by seeing intrinsic and instrumental as correlative. This can lead to a false dichotomy between a subjectivism that sees our making something an end as conferring intrinsic value and an objectivism whereby it is things with intrinsic value that ought to be our ends. For Kant only a good will has intrinsic ("unconditioned") goodness but the goodness of our rationally chosen ends is both extrinsic and final. His theory is good (and better than Moore's theory of organic wholes) at dealing with messy cases of mixed goods - thus a mink coat or a good meal may be valued partly for their own sakes (final) but only under certain conditions of life (extrinsic).

"Aristotle and Kant on the Source of Value" in Ethics 96, 1986 and Creating the Kingdom of Ends.

Instrumental reason, taking the means to one's ends, is not just a matter of getting the right beliefs about what these means are. One must also, given these beliefs, be motivated to act accordingly. We may be expected to do this only insofar as we are rational. This qualification, essential here, may plausibly be understood as generally applicable to Williams' central claim - the internalism requirement - that reasons for action must be capable of motivating us - True, says CK, but only insofar as we are rational. Once the qualification is in place, the status as principle of rationality of e.g. some principle of prudence depends merely on how we rate it qua rational principle. If we take it to constitute such a principle, then, insofar as someone is rational, we will expect him to be motivated accordingly. There is no further difficulty for skepticism about the force of reason as a motive to bring to the scene. Williams is right to argue that all reasons are internal reasons if this is read as CK would have it - they must be capable of motivating a rational person. But this cuts no ice against the Kantian, as Williams is wrong to take it there is a problem here with universal reasons binding on any rational being as such. There may or may not be but if there are, there is no problem with their satisfying the internalism requirement.

What in the world, asks Korsgaard, in this published version of her 1992 Tanner Lectures, could possibly ground the supposition that we are, as we take ourselves to be, obligated to do things? She considers four answers to this, the normative question. (1) The first is the kind of voluntarism typified by Pufendorf and Hobbes. This takes obligation to stem from the commands of some legitimate authority. The "legitimate" is essential as mere power could not robustly obligate us - if we could contrive to evade its sanctions the obligation would evaporate. But, as the notion of legitimacy presupposes normativity, this gets us nowhere. (2) The second is substantive moral realism, so called to distinguish it from the sort of Kantian constructivist view (procedural moral realism) CK endorses. Substantive moral realism takes there to be a domain of moral facts independent of the procedures by which we seek to reach answers to moral questions, characterizing ethics, erroneously, as a theoretical inquiry. As an account of the source of normativity, this is empty, offering no insight into why we should care about these putative moral facts. There is no reason to believe in such facts other than our confidence in the reality of obligation and hence the former belief can offer no sort of ground to the latter confidence. (3) This leads CK to consider a Humean reflective endorsement approach that appeals to this very confidence to answer the normative question, one whereby the demand morality make on us meet with approval when we reflect on them from the standpoint of our natural human motivations of sympathy and self-love and this is taken to be all the warrant we can intelligently demand. This is close to correct, argues CK, but she insists that normativity only gets into the picture when these demands and these motivations are seen, not simply as forces operating on us but as reasons. To make this insistence is to move from a Humean picture to (4) a Kantian one that grounds obligation in autonomy. In autonomous deliberation, we conceive of ourselves as standing above our various motivations and choosing which of them to act on and this requires that we have some conception of ourselves that our choices express. To be understood as furnishing us with reasons, this conception of ourselves must be a conception in terms of which we value ourselves. An autonomous agent must have some conception of himself in terms of which he values himself and which he sees as expressed in his actions and choices in such a way as to give rise to obligations, demands he makes on himself not to betray this value-laden self-conception: this is Korsgaard's understanding of how integrity is fundamental to a proper understanding of obligation. There are many possible such self-conceptions varying from person to person. But there is also the noncontingent conception of oneself as a creature that can be described in these terms, "a reflective animal who needs reasons to act and to live." This conception of ourselves as human stands behind all our more contingent and particular identities which we can only take seriously insofar as we take our identities as human seriously by valuing our humanity. This does not get us all the way to the moral law for, even if I must value my own humanity, why must I value yours? This worry is addressed in the fourth lecture where she argues, following Wittgenstein that reasons are essentially public: to recognize my reasons is to have at least a capacity to recognize yours. I might nonetheless think I can just disregard your reasons, taking as normatively significant the fact that I am me but, following Nagel, she argues that I cannot intelligibly do this if I am understand you, if I am to hear your words as speech and not merely as noise. This Kantian picture is, she concludes by arguing, consistent with a broad philosophical naturalism. But it answers Mackie's worry about how, consistently with such naturalism, there could possibly be "intrinsically normative" entities in the world. From the standpoint of practical reason (which is not the standpoint of science), we ourselves are such entities.


For Hume we do not take the means to the ends we rationally ought to pursue as there are no such ends; and we cannot but take the means to the ends we are going to pursue. So for Hume there can be no such thing as instrumental practical reason. For the dogmatic rationalist there are facts independent of my will about what there is reason to do. But what would these facts have to do with me, why should I care about them? Perhaps they speak to ends I must, if I am rational, have, so I must act as they prescribe as a means to these ends. But that already presupposes an instrumental rationality that is not independent of my will. The dogmatic rationalist thus admits a gap between willing the ends and willing the means that he has then no resources to close. The Humean identifies them and so makes instrumental reason something trivial that we cannot fail to satisfy. The solution is to see willing an end not merely as desiring it but as a commitment to do what it takes to attain it: in willing something I make a law for myself, taking my act of will as normative for me. Only thus does what I do take on the unity required to make these doings agency and their doer a person.
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This paper is valuable for its singularly lucid and clear-headed reconstruction of the McDowellian argument from the Wittgensteinian Rule Following Considerations to moral realism. This is followed by a critique the central point of which is that even granting the central morals McDowell draws from the RFC still allows clear distinctions to be drawn between discourses admitting of greater or lesser degrees of objectivity, the RFC as such doing nothing to settle where on this spectrum moral discourse is best positioned.
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Following Nagel, a number of writers, while conceding that desires must always play a part in the rational motivation of action, insist that these in turn may be motivated simply by beliefs. However, the same teleological considerations that inform the concession are shown to tell equally against this sophisticated anti-Humean strategy. There might certainly be a causal process that took us from beliefs, and only beliefs, to desires but this could not be a rational process of motivation by reasons. This defence of a Humean position is developed with reference to work by Darwall, Wallace and Smith.


For an externalist like Brink, someone - an amoralist - can be coherently imagined who make moral judgements that leave her indifferent. Internalists such as Hare and Smith deny this, claiming that such a person fails to make genuine, full blooded moral judgements. Here I defend internalism, focusing on the case of a whole society who make moral judgements but take no practical interest in them. This thought experiment, I claim, makes little sense and its absurdity supports the view that the amoralist's moral judgements invite an "inverted commas" reading that sees them as parasitical on the full-blooded moral judgements of others.


Smith has defended the rationalist's conceptual claim that moral requirements are categorical requirements of reason, arguing that no status short of this would make sense of our taking these requirements as seriously as we do. Against this I argue that Smith has failed to show either that our moral commitments would be undermined by possessing only an internal contextual justification or that they need presuppose any expectation that rational agents must converge on their acceptance.

"Preferences in their Place" in Environmental Values 9, 2000

In at least some of their forms, Cost-Benefit techniques for the evaluation of environmental projects and policies treat the preferences of citizens as the sole determinants of the value of outcomes. There are two salient ways in which this supposition might be defended. The first is metaethical and appeals to considerations about how we must understand talk of environmental and other values. The second is political and appeals to considerations about proper democratic legitimacy and the proper aims of public policy. Metaethical considerations, I argue, are something of a red herring here. Roughly subjectivist understandings of our talk of values may be appealingly metaphysically unassuming, but in their most plausible formulations they do not support a view of preferences as the sole determinants of value. Political considerations, on the other hand, are to be taken very seriously. They offer, however, no straightforward rationale for any crudely preferentialist measure of social value. Findings obtained from the use of cost-benefit techniques might sometimes have a legitimate role as an input into, but not as a substitute for, political deliberation. Questions about the scope and limits of such legitimacy are properly addressed in political and not in metaethical terms.

Moral Expressivists typically concede that, in some minimal sense, moral sentences are truth-apt but claim that in some more robust sense they are not. The Immodest Disciplined Syntactician, a species of minimalist about truth, raises a doubt as to whether this contrast can be made out. I address this challenge by motivating and describing a distinction between reducibly and irreducibly truth-apt sentences. In the light of this distinction the Disciplined Syntactician must either adopt a more modest version of his theory, friendlier to expressivism, or substantially modify it, abandoning one of its central conditions on truth-aptness. One natural and promising such modification, the Pure Discipline View, is described and its implications for an understanding of Expressivism briefly discussed.


This paper argues that if the externalist moral realist is a naturalist about moral value, he faces familiar difficulties about making clear sense of moral disagreement. If, on the other hand, he is a nonnaturalist about moral value, a rather less familiar difficulty looms: such a position leaves conceptual space not only for an "amoralist" but for an amoralist whose amoralism is no kind of moral defect and consistent with moral sainthood. This serves to reinforce the suspicion that "morality" as the externalist moral realist understands it has remarkably little to do with morality.


Michael Smith has cooked up an argument against noncognitivism urging that noncognitivists cannot capture the way evaluative judgements differ in the contrasting dimensions of certitude, importance and robustness. I show here how they can.
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In response to Dorr's "Non-Cognitivism and Wishful Thinking", I argue that noncognitivists can in fact make excellent sense of inferences to factual conclusions from premises at least one of which is moral as involving no irrational wishful thinking.


The early part of this paper criticizes Anscombe and Quinn on the relationship between value and desire. Their influential discussions of strange and unusual desires do not, I argue, show what they are intended to show. The remainder focuses primarily on the views of foot, discussing her objections to subjectivism and in particular expressivism. The expressivist, she claims, can not make adequate sense of the way we apply evaluative terms to nonsentient living things such as plants. I argue to the contrary and urge that the metaethical significance of such applications is greatly exaggerated by foot and other neo-Aristotelian naturalists.
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We need to distinguish two senses of the "objective"/"subjective" distinction. In one some property is objective if "what it is for something to have it can be adequately understood otherwise than in terms of dispositions to give rise to certain subjective states" and otherwise subjective. In the other a property is objective if it is "there to be experienced, as opposed to being a mere figment of the subjective state that purports to be an experience of it" and otherwise subjective. Colours and other secondary qualities exemplify for McDowell the combination of subjectivity in the first sense with objectivity in the second. After a lengthy defence of this realist understanding of secondary qualities, he
suggests that we think of value as analogous in similar terms. There is nonetheless a crucial disanalogy. Values are not merely such as to elicit the relevant response from us but such as to merit that response. We make sense of our responses in terms of their being merited by their objects. This is certainly not causal explanation - and McDowell thinks values have no role to play in causal explanation. But it is certainly explanation and explanation which requires us to accept values as objectively (sense 2) there. When we can offer such explanation of our responses, showing that their objects merit such responses and how they do, we vindicate our claims to knowledge of moral properties. Blackburn’s projectivism, like Mackie's presupposes a false picture of an external value-free reality onto which value is imposed by our psychological processing mechanism. This is metaphysically objectionable, thinks McDowell. It is also objectionable in terms of ethics as it implies the possibility of a detached external understanding of this mechanism. And that would require us to think of our ethical competence as captureable by some set of principles in a way uncongenial to the particularism McDowell favours.
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For the realist intuitionist moral attitudes are responses to properties. For the projectivist the properties are projections of the attitudes. McDowell tries here to articulate a middle position. He denies that we can get a conceptual purchase on the attitudes in question without exploiting the concepts of the properties in question. Hence, he thinks, the former cannot be explanatorily prior to the latter. We "earn" truth for ethical claims by locating them in the "space of reasons" rather than by trying to "place" them within a metaphysical perspective external to them. The projectivist wants to deny there are ethical facts and then earn a notion of ethical truth. But the question what to count as facts cannot be viewed as prior to and independent of the question what to count as truths. What we need to place are not just sentiments but pairs of sentiments and features, "an interlocking complex of subjective and objective, of response and feature responded to".
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Magri notes that moral expressivism and neo-Kantian constructivism share an insistence that morality can only be made intelligible from a distinctively practical standpoint and a tendency to regard questions of correctness and justification as arising within our moral practice and answerable to criteria internal to it. However both views, Magri suggests, while they give an account of how moral justification is possible within our moral practices fail somehow to explain how it is possible for there to be practices like that and in the absence of such an explanation leave open the possibility that the authority we attach to certain moral claims is simply an illusion.
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Millgram notes the widespread belief that there is an argument from our mastery of thick ethical concepts (TECs) to the failure of the fact-value distinction (FVD) but contends that no such argument has ever really been made. Williams challenges advocates of the FVD to explain how to distinguish the descriptive and evaluative components of thick concepts but offers little by way of convincing argument to persuade us that the challenge cannot be met (Millgram describes a way of meeting it adapted from Hare). McDowell considers the idea of factoring out the meaning of thick concepts in terms of some descriptive concept plus some rule and claims that the rules in question are uncodifiable. But this argument is only effective if we (incorrectly) suppose grasping and applying a TEC fully and unequivocally to determine how one will act in the situation it applies to. Virtue concepts are special for McDowell as their full mastery confers moral infallibility. But if we understand virtue concepts like that, there is no reason to suppose anyone has ever mastered one. Putnam’s arguments against the FVD make no essential reference to TECs and are based less on the uncontroversial premise that we are masters of such concepts than on his "internal realism". And Murdoch’s rejection of the FVD was motivated by considerations about moral psychology, not language. (A neat paper that deserves to be better known: someone should publish an English version.)

We couldn’t just get ourselves to desire things by e.g. taking pills that made do so. For desires with such a poor inferential pedigree would be unstable. The unity of agency, presupposed by practical reasoning’s having any point, demands that one’s practical and other judgements be structured by a complex array of potential and actual inferential links, in particular "upsteam" links that furnish our desires with rational underpinning and the possibility of defeat; such links also furnish these things to those "somewhat general" practical judgements with which we connect and prioritise among our desires. What we find when we follow such links backwards to their most fundamental source is a practical form of observation, more specifically pleasure: “the rock-bottom judgment of desirability of an object of present experience.” A key role is also played by the practical judgements of others, and in particular of our friends, judgements to which we accord a status close to our own as inputs into in practical reasoning. This practical learning from experience, generalizing from relatively particular practical observations and testimony to relatively general practical judgements, is what Millgram understands by “practical induction”, the capacity for which he argues is indispensable given the complexity of the world and the pervasive novelty we encounter there. In the light of this picture of practical reason we may reject an instrumental understanding of practical reasoning as responsible simply to antecedently given desires. Suggestive, engaging and original.

An ingenious reconstruction and criticism of Mill’s Proof. Millgram seeks to generalize his criticism to all who combine (a) an instrumentalist view of practical reason whereby practical reasoning is exhausted by means-end reasoning with
(b) a privileging of the desires of people who meet a certain standard (the desires of Mill’s experienced judges or - on more modern accounts - of fully informed and rational agents). (b) only makes much sense if there is a story to be told about why desires that meet the standard are somehow correct ones to have. But successfully to tell that story would be to engage in a piece of noninstrumental practical reasoning of the sort forbidden by (a).
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Recommends the adoption of an ideal hypothetical agreement understanding of ethics as a metaethical position that avoids implausible metaphysical commitment but allows us to make good sense of moral judgements as true and, at least sometimes, as objectively true in a way which may be evidence transcendent but which is also stance-dependent in that moral properties are constituted by an attitude, real or hypothetical, held towards their bearers. In order to secure for the theory the correct subject matter the idealizing conditions of the contracting parties must be chosen with a view to the principles on which they agree embodying genuine impartiality of some sort and including such paradigmatic moral principles as prohibitions on lying, cheating and stealing. Beyond that these conditions should be maximally normatively neutral. If the upshot is a significant degree of indeterminacy with respect to what such contracting parties can agree that is acceptable: once a core of objective moral truth is secure, Milo is happy to accept a relativistic understanding of other parts of the moral domain.
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Objections to both the aims and the methods of moral theory are apt to be based on overstating its ambitions. Moral theory comprises two interrelated activities: Philosophical Enquiry which concerns itself with explaining what sort of things moral principles are, in what sense they can be held to be correct and how we can know that they are. And Moral Enquiry, which looks at the defensibility of particular claims and the reasons we offer for them. The principles Moral Enquiry aims to uncover through the method of Reflective Equilibrium need not be comprehensive in scope, unifying the entire moral domain, nor need they be strict principles from which particular moral conclusions can be derived with no residual need for judgement. It is the aim of neither kind of enquiry to offer some external justification for morality. Rather they seek to depend our understanding of the reasons for accepting morality we are already in possession of. There is only a deep, general and independent sceptical threat to morality to the extent that Philosophical Enquiry underwrites -- as Scanlon believes it does not -- an e.g. platonistic understanding of the correctness of moral claims that would leave us with worries about how we could ever know them.
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A magisterial account of three of Rawls' central metaethical ideas: reflective equilibrium, the original position and the idea of public reason. The first is elaborated and defended from the common charges of relativism. Scanlon then explains how the structure of the original position is itself subject to justification in the light of the method of reflective equilibrium and how the idea of public reason originates in Rawls' dissatisfaction with his treatment of stability and congruence in theory as insufficiently alive to the fact of pluralism, a fact which requires that political justification in the sphere of constitutional essentials depend on nothing outside what can be a subject of overlapping consensus among reasonable comprehensive doctrines.
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The problem that is of reconciling (1) the Humean theory of motivation, (2) internalism and (3) a realist understanding of moral commitments as beliefs. Smith first defends (3) arguing that the open question argument against naturalism is weakened by reflection on the paradox of analysis. He rejects however the idea that we can find explicit or reductive naturalistic analyses of moral concepts - Jackson-style network analyses in particular are vulnerable to permutation problems - but holds out hopes for a non-reductive, summary-style but still naturalistic analysis. He then turns to (2), arguing, against externalism, that the externalist must see the good person as motivated to do what is right on a de dicto reading of what is right and that this involves a 'fetishistic' attitude to morality. Internalism, read as the claim that judgements about rightness motivate us *where we are not practically irrational* is seen as a corollary of the rationalist's conceptual claim: that moral requirements are requirements of reason, a claim Smith defends. We should also, he argues, accept (3), accept, that is, that motivating reasons consist, at least in part of desires, given the teleological character of motivating reasons. In spite of accepting (2) and (3), Smith wants to understand value-judgements as beliefs, beliefs about what it would be rational to do - more precisely what, in conditions of ideal rationality we would wish our (actual, imperfectly rational) selves to do. This, dispositional, theory, is the promised non-reductive summary style analysis promised earlier. It can be seen as naturalistic insofar as fully rational agents can be a part of the natural world. If we are rational we will have desires that cohere with our beliefs about what is rational and these desires will motivate us to act accordingly but we should not see the desires as *motivated* by the normative beliefs. In this way (1), (2) and (3) can be reconciled. This widely discussed book is impressive in the clarity and forcefulness of its argument. It also contains useful discussion of the views of, inter alia, Ayer, Foot, Mackie, Williams, Nagel, Gauthier, Harman, McDowell, Brink, Jackson and David Lewis.

Expressivists and minimalists can agree that truth has an analytic tie to belief. Given this the Expressivist can argue that moral claims are expressive of desires and desires are, given their functional roles, disjoint from beliefs. Hence moral beliefs are non-truth-assessable. A minimalist might do a Horwich and insist that expressions of desire may be truth-assessable. But this, given the analytic tie, would make them beliefs and folk-psychology, as Smith reads it, rules out any single state being both these things. Minimalist arguments do not show expressivism is false but merely the need for the expressivist to provide an explanation of the cognitive surface syntax of evaluation.
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Evaluative judgements can vary in the dimensions of 1. Certitude: the confidence a subject has in her evaluative judgements; 2. Robustness: the stability of this confidence in the light of new information; and 3. Importance: the strength of the relative desirabilities we impute to things. The strength of the motivation it is rational to have in the light of an evaluative judgement covaries independently with both certitude and importance in ways, Smith argues, his own cognitivist theory of evaluative judgement is well placed to explain. Not so for noncognitivism which identifies evaluations with desires. Desires can vary in strength both with each other and over time. This does not seem like enough structure to accommodate all three structural features that evaluative judgements have. Suppose more structure is importuned by saying that valuing e.g. pleasure is a matter of desiring to desire it. We might then identify certitude with the strength of the second order desire and importance with the strength of the desired first-order desire. But this assignment seems arbitrary. Why is it superior to the converse assignment? Moreover when the second order desire to desire to F is stronger than the second order desire to G the agent will always, on this account, be rational to desire to F more no matter how strong the desired first-order desire to G. Noncognitivism is thus, Smith concludes, ill-suited to capture both the structure evaluative judgements enjoy and the motivational significance of this structure.


Expressivists have to (1) say which subset of desires and aversions are those we express when we make normative claims (2) explain why normative judgements are, functionally speaking, similar to beliefs as well as to desires: for they are linked by support relations to a whole network of other attitudes. To do this, they must acknowledge that the relevant desires belong to sets of such desires which meet a certain standard of coherence, unity and informedness. But in doing that, they acknowledge that normative judgements are responsible to standards of coherence, unity and informedness. Hence normative judgements implicate beliefs about what we would desire were our desires maximally informed, coherent and unified. But there is now reason not to take the small step to saying normative judgements just are such beliefs. That they have the content they do suffices to explain, insofar as our psychologies tend towards coherence. why such beliefs are functionally similar to desires.
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SS argues that moral judgements are not necessarily motivating - they motivate only when supplemented with a desire to be moral. Like Brink she appeals to cases where people seem not to be motivated by sincere moral judgements they make. When it is a question what explanatory hypotheses are on the table to explain such cases, she suggests the burden of argument must rest with those who want to restrict the hypotheses so available. She stresses that the internalist must not support internalism in circular ways - by appealing to an account of the meaning of moral judgements that internalism is itself invoked in support of. There may, it is granted to Hare, be cases where cynical, sceptical or alienated people are best understood as using moral language "in inverted commas". But she sees no non-question-begging grounds to insist that we must always so explain the sort of cases of motivational failure she appeals to. The paper closes with a lengthy discussion of Smith's "fetishism" argument. She grants that the morally good person's moral judgements motivate via a de dicto desire to be moral but thinks this is neither implausible nor reprehensible when we sketch a full picture of how such a person's motivation might function. In particular there is no reason to suppose de re desires to act in morally required ways are not also abundant and do not carry independent motivational weight.
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A rich and suggestive development of a Humean understanding of normative reasons. Desire-based accounts of normativity are typically rejected because there are so many desires that we don't regard as providing reasons. Quite so, says VT, but some desires (broadly construed) plausibly do provide reasons. In particular what she calls value commitments do. I have a value commitment to X when I have a pro-attitude to X, intend to continue to have this pro-attitude and take this pro-attitude to be justified by some good reason. I take a pro-attitude P to be justified by a reason R if R is constituted by certain considerations C such that I have a further pro-attitude
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